
Dear Los, 	 7/29/84 
When you 	back fruu your Alaskan vacation, refreshed and full of enteral  

perhaps you can be tempted by a somewhat different situation than I presented to 
you before you left. I'm not trying to lean on you in any way but I an trying to 
tempt you because while all of us to a degree have come to accept official dia-
honestiee, it still serves worthwhdle public purposes to bring then to light. 
Particularly if it can be helfful in reoisting the official attack on FOIA, which 
is deed to and has brought official ororgdoing to light. 

What I'm trying toetempt you with is finding a full and complete case in 
relatively short documents now filed in the appeals court, a case of deliberate 
fabrication, allegation of the knowingly impossible and other overt lies that, 
in polite, lawyerlike language, is characteri zed as lies. By the Department of 
Justice. Under the law which is intended to let the people know what their goverft-
mant dons. And so that they can continue to suppress in:Carnation grthkred in the 
investigation of that most subversive of erimes, the assassination of a President. 

Aside: is it not reasonable to ask if they have nothing to hide why do they 
hide it - and lie to the courts to continue to hide it? 

In this case they had more than just lying for the above-indicated reasons. 
They were well started on tr.rinn to gat Jim dieb,:rrpd and him and us soaked with 
charges not properly assessed agsinst us. 

a reaecnably nuro that I'vo been able to frostrate this evil in what 1170 
provided my lawyer and in how he's used it. So I seek to serve no selfish purpose. 
want to try to deter what I  r:;oard as genuine subversion, a real tNjane to our 

systau, to lawyers, to free information, and to writers. 
I'll give you an example of what l  mean, made up out of the whole cloth in an 

effort to get in lit sar, an effort entirely unhidden in the DJ brief. he allegedly 
is grunt) of renrehen)e and actionable miscounduct because he allegedly was py 
"mouthpiece " in court, did What I wanted regardless of his obligations to the court, 
and in the course of this stonewalled the litigation for five years. And, during 
those five years, the judge 'closely observed" all of this while we were in his court-
room. That judge, an FBI rubber stamp, nimnroLoa "obeerved" me in his .curt in this 
litigation with Jim  and the case record loaves it beyond doubt that fnr the first 
four years all we did was agree to delays asked by the. FBI/DJ. For which the judge 
actually praised 'imp I attended only the first calendar call and didn't even sit 
with Jim because it was all pro forma at the request of the DJ lawyer. From then 
on, and the case record shows it under oath and without contradiction, so it was 
knowito the DJ Zara when they made it up, it was physically impossible for no to 



be there and-Iwasn't. Of course without tho proof in the case record the DJ Aare 
know they were lying when they made all of this and more up out of xo,thin. And it 
was, among other things, intended to hurt Jim and me, him by ending his career as 
a lawyer who has forced the to let a little light on so such that is so ember casing 
to then. Remember also, that his and 41.  perseverance, Judge Gesell's word, is what 
led to the 1974 as endinc of FOIA and the partichl opening of FBI, CIA and other files. 

While the difference is obviously vast, in principle this is what the KGB ail  
"estapo and other such agencies are known to have done, not what we expect of our 
institutions. And not at all what they lead the country to believe about them. 

Mark Lynch of the ACLU fehndatian rep exerts no in this and, while I'd have 
preferred rora viopr and point, has done as excellent job. He han rade a clear, 
oomolnlolible and concise record before the appeals court. Our reply brief was 
filed the 20th, so I guess WITais is due two weeks thzreafter, or about the and 
of this week. 

On the oomplete and deliberate fabrication about my alla7ad bad behaviorin 
the courtroom in which I wasn't even present, the record is clear and I also prepared 
what I did not ox; ect to be used, that not bnirw: done beforo the anpels court, a 
short of 	attesting to the time I Imo hosni+elined, my inability to drive to 
Wa3hinqtm r:Lnco4the first purge y, and the fact that there was only that one pro 
forma calendar call prior to my surgeries. 
- When these indecent people tried to mislead the district =int abort rer  health 

and cepabilitt'S and ilurred me in eo doing, I re:ted with a detailed affijavit to 
whith I attnehed a /no- series cif hospital and. doetor's hills, so, with this in the 
case raeord, they not only knew they were lying beeense they knew they wove making 
it up, they also dared do this with such a case record. Which says as enormous amount 
about eat the DJ and_ FBI think about and expect of the courts. Can you inag1nx them 
daring sonething as raw as this and enpocting to get amny with ir? 

A few days after the governmeetto reply brief is filed I'll how a copy and 
go over it. It meozos little differnace what they say, onless they de de to lis ovan 
more. If they dare, I'll nail them again. There is no way they can lie therdives out 
of this, oven i 'the courts con.V.,:aue' to avoid doing anythinE of conseouor 	Even if, 
as I beniev7, the practise of this kind of law by the goverroant eubvorts the 
independence of th judiciary. 

So, I'm lorrIag that finding all you need in existing and imored court records 
indicates there will be very little time required, not much wort:, and a l'dasonable 
expectation of a worhtwhile result. 

Hope you did have a fine vacation. Beat regards, 


